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Semantic Web documents use metadata to express the
meaning of the content encapsulated within them. Although
RDF/XML has been widely recognized as the standard ve-
hicle for describing metadata, an enormous amount of se-
mantic data is still being encoded in HTML documents
that are designed primarily for human consumption. Tools
such as those pioneered by SHOE [Heflin et al., 2003] and
Ontobroker [Fensel et al., 1998] facilitate manual annotation
of HTML documents with semantic markups.

Figure 1: New York Times front page

In this demo we will present SEAN, a system for au-
tomatically annotating HTML documents. It is based on
the idea that well-organized HTML documents, especially
those that are machine generated from templates, contain
rich data denoting semantic concepts (e.g., “News Taxon-
omy” and “Major Headline News”) and concept instances.
These kinds of documents are increasingly common nowa-
days since most Web sites (e.g., news portals, product por-
tals, etc.) are typically maintained using content manage-
ment software that creates HTML documents by populating
templates from backend databases. For instance, observe that

the Web page in Figure 1 has a news taxonomy (on the left),
which does not change, and a template for major headline
news items. Each of these items begins with a hyperlink la-
beled with the news headline (e.g., “White House ...”), fol-
lowed by the news source (e.g., “By REUTERS ...”), followed
by a timestamp and a text summary of the article (e.g., “The
White House today ...”) and a (variable) number of pointers
to related news. These concepts and concept instances can
be organized into a semantic partition tree (such as the one
shown in Figure 2, which represents the “semantics” of the
HTML document.

In a semantic partition tree each partition (subtree) consists
of items related to a semantic concept. For example, in Fig-
ure 2 all the major headline news items are grouped under the
subtree labeled “Major Headline News”. There are two main
tasks underlying the creation of a semantic partition tree from
an HTML document: (i) identify segments of the document
that correspond to semantic concepts; and (ii) assign labels
to these segments. Informally, we say that several items are
semantically related if they all belong to the same concept.

SEAN automatically transforms well-structured HTML
documents into their semantic partition trees by exploiting
two key observations. First, semantically related items ex-
hibit consistency in presentation style. For instance, observe
in Figure 1 the presentation styles of those items in the news
taxonomy on the left. The main taxonomic items, “NEWS”,
“OPINION”, “FEATURES”, etc., are all presented in bold
font. All the subtaxonomic items (e.g., “International”, “Na-
tional”, “Washington”, etc.) under the main taxonomic item
(e.g., “NEWS”) are hyperlinks. A similar observation can
also be made on all the major headline news items. Second,
semantically related items exhibit spatial locality. For exam-
ple, when rendered in a browser, all the taxonomic items are
placed in close vicinity occupying the left portion of the page.
Specifically, in the DOM tree corresponding to the HTML
document in Figure 1 all the items in the news taxonomy will
be grouped together under one single subtree.

The first observation leads to the idea of associating a type
with every leaf node in the DOM tree. The type of a leaf node
consists of the root-to-leaf path of this node in the DOM tree
and captures the notion of consistency in presentation style.
The second observation motivates the idea of propagating
types bottom-up in the DOM tree and discovering structural
recurrence patterns for semantically related items at the root
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Figure 2: Partition tree of the New York Times front page

of each subtree. Based on the idea of types and type propaga-
tion, SEAN does structural analysis of an HTML document
for automatically partitioning it into semantic structures. In
this process it also discovers semantic labels and associates
them with partitions when they are present in the document
(e.g., “NATIONAL”, “INTERNATIONAL”, etc. appearing in
the third column in Figure 1).

SEAN augments structural analysis with semantic analy-
sis to factor in structural variations in concept instances (e.g.,
absence of pointers to related news in the third major head-
line news item in Figure 1 in contrast to others). Semantic
analysis makes lexical associations via WordNet to more ac-
curately put the pieces of a concept instance together. To as-
sign informative labels that are not present in an HTML docu-
ment (e.g., “Major Headline News” in Figure 1) to partitions,
semantic analysis makes concept associations by classifying
the content of a partition using an ontology encoding domain
knowledge.

By combining structural and semantic analysis SEAN
automatically discovers and labels concept instances in
template-based, content-rich HTML documents w.r.t. a do-
main ontology. Details appear in [Mukherjee et al., 2003].
Our demo will illustrate how SEAN is used to assign se-
mantic labels to HTML documents. For semantic analysis
SEAN currently provides a simple editor for creating/editing
ontologies for domains of interest. The generated semantic
partitions are assigned concept labels by either matching key-
words in the partition’s content to those associated with con-
cepts in the ontology or by applying concept classification
rules to features extracted from the content. The keywords
as well as the rules used for classification can both be edited.
We point out that there has been extensive work on ontology
tools and classifiers. AS future work we plan on designing a
plug-in architecture for SEAN that will support the use of any
sophisticated ontology editing tools such as Protege [Protege,
2000], SHOE [Heflin et al., 2003], Ontobroker [Fensel et al.,
1998], etc. and powerful statistical and rule-based classifiers
such as Naive Bayes and decision trees [Mitchell, 1997] for
semantic analysis.

Recently, a number of works proposed to partition and an-
notate HTML documents based on structural analysis and
tools based on the idea of combining structural analysis

with domain ontologies for semantic annotation were de-
scribed in [Dill et al., 2003; Handschuh and Staab, 2002;
Handschuh et al., 2003; Heflin et al., 2003]. In [Handschuh
and Staab, 2002; Handschuh et al., 2003; Heflin et al., 2003]
powerful ontology management systems form the backbone
that supports interactive annotation of HTML documents.
The observation that semantically related items exhibit spa-
tial locality in the DOM tree of an HTML document is not
exploited in [Dill et al., 2003]. As a result, their partition-
ing algorithm may fail to identify proper concept instances in
HTML documents that are generated from templates.
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